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Q AND R ON BAPTISM (3)
Question: “Does someone need to be rebaptized if they
didn’t grasp that baptism is for the forgiveness of sins?”
Response: This is a very common question among members
of the church. For many among us the answer seems obvious
and is a resounding “Yes!” My prayer is that this response will
be true to Scripture and offer some food for thought.
Let’s begin with a series of questions. Does one need to be
rebaptized if they didn’t grasp that baptism is for receiving of
the gift of the Holy Spirit? (Acts 2:38) What if they didn’t grasp
that baptism is an appeal to God for a good conscience? (1 Peter
3:21) What if they failed to grasp that baptism is a circumcision
made without hands in which the body of flesh is put off through
the powerful working of God? (Colossians 2:11-12) What if they
failed to recognize that baptism is symbolically joining Christ in
his own death, burial, and resurrection? (Romans 6:1-4) What if
they failed to grasp that baptism is for putting on Christ?
(Galatians 3:27)
The point I am making is this: where does the Lord or any of
his inspired writers indicate that the forgiveness of sins aspect
of baptism is to be emphasized above all others? Baptism is for
all of the above blessings along with others not mentioned.
There is no divine authority for elevating one above another. If
any of us have been in the habit of doing so, we need to stop.
In addition, just as with everything discussed in Scripture,
there must be room allowed for growth and development in
ones understanding. In my own experience, I did not begin truly
considering the concept of “the gift of the Holy Spirit” until years
after my baptism. I believe that I am still gaining understanding
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on the significance of baptism as I continue to study and think
carefully about it. If one must have full understanding before
being baptized than show me the person who will ever be in a
position to be baptized!
The one case of rebaptism found in Acts is located at 19:1-6.
I encourage you to take a moment to read it now. These men
were rebaptized “in the name of the Lord Jesus” because that
was not what had happened the first time.
My conviction on this question has changed over the years. I
believe if a person is baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus in
response to the gospel message the depth of their
understanding in the moment is far less important than what
God understood and was doing. Through continued study and
teaching they will grow in their understanding of what their
baptism meant and continues to mean. We can help them, and
ourselves, when we strive to teach a complete biblical picture
of baptism and are careful to avoid just a single aspect of it. I
pray this response was helpful.
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